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In memory of

Prof. Hari Vasudevan
15.02.1952 - 10.05.2020

In 2020 Vikramshila lost a friend and guide in Prof. Hari Vasudevan. He
had been associated with Vikramshila since 2012. He has been a valuable
and much- loved member of Vikramshila's Governing Body.
Prof. Vasudevan will be cherished and remembered by all for his
erudition, empathy, and sense of humour.
May his soul rest in peace.
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Director's Note
This year 2020 will remain etched forever in the minds of all who have lived through the nightmare of
the global health crisis which brought about a complete disruption in our ways of thinking and
functioning. It had a multiplier effect, exacerbating the existing inequities in our system – be it gender,
caste, class or ethnicity. Closer home, we lost one of our valued Governing Body members Prof. Hari
Vasudevan, to the pandemic, an irreparable loss for the academia as well as for us as an organization.
The only silver lining in this entire experience is that it pushed us to change our mode of functioning
overnight, something that would have taken a few years to achieve. We, like many other civil society
organisations successfully transitioned to the digital mode swiftly and seamlessly, while remaining
firmly grounded to the needs of vulnerable groups and held open air classes in public parks, empty
shop fronts, parking place by the roadside, etc. We are happy that the home learning packages designed
by us were able to reach out digitally to 23,92,047 children (directly and indirectly) in Assam, West
Bengal, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra. The long shutdown gave us time to develop a large pool of
teaching learning resources for children – songs, stories, rhymes, worksheets in various languages such
as Bengali, Hindi, Marathi, Urdu and Assamese. Through the support of UNICEF, we were able to
engage and work with several state governments helping them to design School Readiness Packages.
We adapted our training programmes and were successfully able to reach out to 23,747 master trainers,
teachers, anganwadi workers through a combination of digital and face to face training. Internally, we
remained connected with our team members from Delhi, Uttar Pradesh Maharashtra and Assam
through regular meetings and interactions. We conducted in-depth trainings with some partners
supported by Wipro Foundation working in different states – Chhattisgarh, Delhi, Bihar and West
Bengal. Our 12-year-old partnership with Tata Trusts of working with Madrassahs in West Bengal
came to a close, but not without leaving a deep impact on the teachers and students. I would like to
express my deepest gratitude to all our donors, who continued supporting us even though a number of
planned activities had to be suspended or modified. Last but not the least, my appreciation for the
wonderful team at Vikramshila, who showed their grit, resilience, optimism and flexibility to
continuously adapt and change. It is because of them that the organization has emerged stronger from
the crisis, and is ready to take on the challenges that are bound to emerge as an aftermath of the
pandemic.

Shubhra Chatterji
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Watching the pandemic unfold globally, we realized it to be a universal crisis and, for some children, the
impact would be life-long. Entire households were pushed into poverty which resulted in deprivation of
children in education, health and wellbeing, psycho-social support, nutrition, sanitation, housing and so on.
The crisis was felt strongly by those migrating for work - where entire families had to be uprooted overnight
as they struggled to return to their native places in the sudden absence of livelihood. We witnessed the chaos
and mayhem.
The closure of education centres – anganwadis and schools impacted our work deeply. We felt the anxiety,
uncertainty and despair closely from schools, anganwadis, teachers, front line functionaries, children, parents,
senior functionaries and headteachers. No one knew the length of the closures or their impact. What they did
know was that this situation was to remain for a long duration and it would affect children's learning,
development, and wellbeing. Children lost a whole year of educational instruction.
Thinking on our feet and working remotely for the most part of the year, we pivoted all our projects to
respond to the looming crisis. “Pivot and Respond” was our motto for the year as we channeled our combined
energies to reach out to our teachers, children, and parent groups through multiple means – through
responsive care parenting programs, distance learning support programs, blended training programs with a
mix of synchronous and asynchronous sessions and remedial education programs to mitigate learning loss and
focus on learning recovery.
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The National Education Policy 2020 also made its way this year – 34 years after the last education
policy. The policy has much to celebrate with its clear focus on quality and equity, prioritization of early
childhood education and foundational learning programs, and recommendations of convergence
between multiple departments to ensure a high-quality learning environment and processes, to ensure
that all children attain their requisite learning outcomes in a time-bound manner.
The timing of the policy however coincided with school closures, gradual reopening of some schools,
uncertainty among other schools, lack of uniformity across states as well as the second wave hitting
some states as early as February 2021, prompting a new round of closures for some states like Assam
and continued closure for others like West Bengal. In the midst of a health crisis, the NEP was both
welcome news as well as a cause of further uncertainty in terms of implementation, especially as it's a
time-bound plan which calls for a lofty restructuring of systems.
Our efforts thus were focused around two areas – response to the imminent learning crisis brought about
by the pandemic as well as alignment to NEP 2020.
This year as our annual project plans were reworked to respond to the crisis at hand, we saw that the
needs across all project sites were vastly similar.

Outreach and Coverage
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Actions during emergencies
Covid - 19 Response
We reached to over 10,000+ students through various channels: Distance Learning Support Packages
ITE Web-Quests, Home-based support in our intervention fields.
We shifted our trainings to online mode where we offered trainings in synchronous and asynchronous
mode mostly, with smaller groups whilst creating a training deck that is inclusive of interaction and
screen shares of slides/videos/images. Online trainings were also conducted through apps. Many of our
previous modules were adapted to be integrated to online learning platforms.
Our corporate and other NGO partners came forward to help distribute Covid-19 preventive equipments
at various locations.

Amphan Relief Work
With support from Wipro Foundation,
we reached out to 800+ families
reeling under the double crisis of
Covid-19 and Amphan, a super
cyclone that hit the east coast of
India in May 2020. Dry food and
sanitation kits were procured and
distributed among some of the most
under-resourced groups in the city
and villages.
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Our Reach
17
Projects

58,417 children reached directly
23,33,630 children reached indirectly

23,747 teachers,
AWWs, SRGs
trained

12 States and UTs reached
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Sections
a. ECCE
b. FLN
c. Work with
Adolescents
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Early Childhood Care
and Education

2380200
Students Reached

20975
AWWs, Supervisors and SRGs trained
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Our Partners
UNICEF, Porticus, Wipro Foundation,
Central Square Foundation

This year, most of the activities of direct implementation
were stalled due to the global pandemic and ensuing school
closures. The criticality and time boundedness of early
childhood education created urgency for alternative and
innovative solutions to ensure learning continuity of
children and capacity building of functionaries. This was
done by reimagining the home as the center of all learning
and capacitating caregivers as educators and Anganwadiworkers/ teachers as facilitators and mentors. The link
between schools/centres and the home was sought to be
deepened to ensure that children do return to learning postpandemic. A variety of digital resources were created for
responsive care parenting to promote home-based early
learning. Modules and associated resources were developed
or pivoted to convert most training into the digital or
blended learning mode.

Our approach
Home based Early
Learning

Capacity Building
Programs
Design and
Development of
Resources
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A. Home-Based Early Learning
• All resources underwent thorough review processes internally as well as through
ICDS and SCERT
• 90 radio episodes and 90 TV episodes developed to reach out to larger groups
• Activity calendars designed in Hindi, Bengali, Assamese, Marathi, and English
– 48 weeks in WB, 30 weeks in UP, 20 weeks in Maharastra, and 12 Weeks in Assam
• Regular feedback videos collected through AWWs, Supervisors, CDPOs, and DPOs
• M& E framework developed to track outreach, uptake, and feedback through ICDS
system
• Monthly monitoring reports over digital forms developed for frontline workers

Components of
Home-based
Learning

Weekly and Fortnightly
Pictorial calendar with
simple activities

Rhymes
(Hindi, Bengali, Assamese,
Marathi, English, Thematic)
Parenting
Messages

TV episodes
Radio Episodes

Stories
(Hindi, Bengali, Assamese,
Marathi, Thematic)

Outreach and Dissemination
Alternative methods of dissemination were tried out for caregivers. Those with Smartphones
and internet access were reached out through Whatsapp. Others were reached through
telephone calls, small group meetings, home visits, community radio and television. Findings
of actual outreach and uptake vary across states with Maharastra and West Bengal showed 8085 percent outreach due to state initiative and investment. .

A Dipstick assessment on the responsive
care parenting and individual case stories
and monthly feedback does point towards
improved relationships, more engaged
and involved children, improvement in
children's language, resilience, early
learning concepts and skills

Whatsapp Groups

Community Radio

Televisions

Home Visits

Telephonic Support

Small Group Meetings
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Launched in September '20 by the Hon'ble Minister of State, (Independent
Charge), WCD&SW, Dr. Shashi Panja in the presence of the Chief of Field
Office for UNICEF West Bengal, Mohammad Mohiuddin, Vice-Chancellor,
Jadavpur University, and other dignitaries from the University and senior
officials from the WCD&SW department, the media engagement designed
and initiated by Vikramshila, supported by Jadavpur University's
Community Radio Station (90.8MHz) marked the beginning of the outreach
for caregivers with little or no access to android phone devices and internet.

The Department of Women and Child Development & Social Welfare,
Govt. of WB under the leadership of Dr. Shashi Panja, Minister In-charge
won the prestigious Skoch Gold Award- Response to Covid 19, 2020 for
the home-based ECCE intervention designed and developed by
Vikramshila in partnership with UNICEF.The program completed a year
and continues to provide handholding support to parents, to ensure a
happy and healthy childhood for children during the unprecedented
school closures reaching 22,46,127 children out of 36,75,674 regular
students enrolled in the preschool education in Anganwadi centres under
this program

Case Study
Deepa Biswas a resident of Gazole block of Malda district has a daughter Jaira who is 3 years old.
Right before the lockdown Jaira had started going to the nearby Anganwadi Center and she easily
settled in with the rest of the children. The lockdown stopped this and it made Jaira upset because
she could no longer go to the centre and play with her friends. Her mother received the homebased learning package every week from her Anganwadi didi. But for some reason after a few
weeks, Jaira lost interest in those rhymes, stories, and activities. It seemed that she was missing
something. Mrs. Biswas was very concerned about her child. She soon realized that her daughter
was missing her friends and this gave her an idea. She quickly contacted her Anganwadi didi and
asked for the mobile numbers of other parents. With the help of Anganwadi didi she formed a
WhatsApp group with all the parents and everyone exchanged video clips of their child doing
various activities. When Jaira saw her friends enjoying different games and activities she soon
started taking interest in those as well. She was no longer missing her friends and was her happy
self again.
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B. Capacity Building
We capacitated and supported AWWs, State Resource Group Members, and ECE Educators in multiple areas
of early childhood education for quality implementation in West Bengal, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, and Uttar
Pradesh. Training in ECE was organized for partner NGOs namely JKASW, Partners of Wipro, ANT and
Chetna. Recently, Interdepartmental convergence on home-based early learning was initiated in Assam to
work with the Social Welfare Department, the SCERT, and the Samagra Shiksha Mission offices.

100 HMs/teachers and 185
system enablers
capacitated through a
digital course on ECE for
government schools in Assam

940 State Resource Group
Members capacitated in
Uttar Pradesh and West
Bengal

App-based Pre- primary Training
Vikramshila designed an app-based Learning
Management System for professional capacity
building of 8400 preprimary teachers in Assam in
quality ECE practices. This 5-week course is
asynchronous and self-paced with consistent
mentoring over calls and Whatsapp. The course
was a digitized version of the training undertaken
earlier in the year with state resource persons
tracking the real- time progress of course
completion of each user which helped both the
trainee and the mentors. The course was launched
in November 2020 by the Principal Secretary of
Assam with 100 selected teachers and HMs of
selected schools of pilot districts in Kamrup
Metro, Kamrup Rural, Morigaon, and Darang.

70 Supervisors, 12
SLMTS, and 150
District level trainers

11,900+ Anganwadi
workers trained in
Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh,
West Bengal and
Maharashtra

Digital Training In Blended Mode –
Uttar Pradesh
In Uttar Pradesh, Vikramshila supported the state in
collaboration with Basic Shiksha, to launch a digital
training for 750 State-Level Master Trainers in Blended
mode. These MTs further trained 3200 block level
trainers, who, in turn, are reaching out to 1,90,000
AWWs. We are also working on a mentoring model to
support trainers during the cascade and providing
onsite support in the four pilot districts of Gonda,
Bahraich, Shravasti and Balarampur.

Online Training Modules and State
Strategy Document – Rajasthan
A state strategy and roadmap document was
developed for Rajasthan to enable the state to align
its ECCE programs to NEP 2020. Seven ECCE
online training modules, aligned to EILA were
created to strengthen state resources for training of
the ECCE cadre.
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Training With Civil Societies
WIPRO Mentorship Program: This program, brought us close to high-caliber organizations with whom
we entered into a long-term capacity-building mentorship. Each of the organizations had varying levels of
experience and context, which necessitated an intensive needs analysis to design customized training plans
and modules. Based on the training design our teams conducted a series of six intensive online sessions of 3
three hours duration each across different themes in a blended mode - a mix of synchronous and
asynchronous means were adopted.

Mentee Groups
- Towards Future Education
- I-Saksham
- Let's Educate Children in Need
(LECIN)

Training Curriculum
-

Importance of ECCE
Importance of play
Developmentally appropriate practices (DAP)
Planning ECCE activities
Discussion on developmental - domain based activity

Vikramshila was invited to provide a 3-day training on early
learning skills to CHETNA, an Ahmedabad-based organization,
advocating child-related policies & early childhood education.
The training revolved around concepts of early language and early
numeracy for the age group 5-6 years. 20 participants from 3
districts Barmer, Ahmedabad and Kutch attended the residential
workshop.

Objective : Help participants explore and
comprehend both policy and
implementation level issues around
preschool education and the importance of
school readiness.

Outcome: A Learning outcomes and activities framework was developed for 5-6-year-olds with a focus on the
progression of key concepts and skills, both in language and numeracy.

JKASW works directly at the grassroots level in the areas of education and health among other issues in
Jammu, Kashmir, and Ladakh areas. Vikramshila capacitated them on ECE and home-based learning
programs. A blended training program was designed and implemented.
Modus Operandi: A pre-training assessment of the JKASW team was conducted enabling customization of the
training schedule. Post-session assignments were used to assess the theoretical and practical knowledge gained
by the trainees. A change in the level of knowledge and understanding on ECE and home-based learning of the
trainees was clearly visible. The trainees also developed two weeks home-based activity schedule as an
outcome.
Face-to-Face Training: Once travel resumed, our team conducted a face to face TOT with the JKASW team to
enable simple transaction of the curriculum with pilot Anganwadi workers in small groups, demonstrate the
development of ECE specific teaching-learning materials, and ensure the implementation of a 40-week
thematic calendar and workbook that was also prepared by Vikramshila for the program.
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Training With Government Agencies
Cascade Training in Jharkhand – ECE
The Department of Social Welfare, Women and Child Development,
Ranchi along with UNICEF Jharkhand organized a 5-day training on
the ECCE curriculum for state-level master trainers. Based on the
New Education Policy 2020, DWCD along with UNICEF developed
a curriculum handbook which contains daily routine along with
instruction on how to conduct the activities and resources.
We were invited as a technical partner in these trainings to create
Master Trainers for training roll out in cascade mode at district and
AWC level. Over three phases, the training has covered 12 state
level Master Trainers, 150 anganwadi supervisors and workers at
district level.

Orientation of
State -level Master
Trainers on ECCE

Orientation of State - level Master
Trainers for facilitation and
development of training module
for District Level Training
Hand- holding support in
District level training

Anganwadi Workers Training in West Bengal
The ICDS Directorate in West Bengal organized a state-level training of Anganwadi workers in February, and
March 2021. These residential trainings were held across 21 venues where seven batches with 30-40
Anganwadi workers were conducted.
The AWTCs/MLTCs in the state were responsible for hosting and organizing these trainings and the sessions
were led by the State Resource Group with support from Vikramshila.

Designing
Training Module

Designing Audio visual resources

Training 190
State Resource
Group members

Support in
training of 2900
AWWs

Support ICDS
dept. in
monitoring

Monitoring and Evaluation Digitised
With an increase in state-level implementations along with
intensive pilots on the ground, Vikramshila developed a digital
monitoring and evaluation system that is app-based, using very
limited resources and internet services. The app has helped us in
tracking numbers and key performance indicators including
classroom teaching-learning processes, classroom environment,
use of TLM and workbooks, use of developmentally appropriate
instructional design by teachers among others.
During the pandemic, the tools also helped undertake quality
monitoring, rapid assessment surveys, and monthly surveys
home-based learning package outreach, follow-up calls, and
feedback in a time-bound and error-free manner. The data
collected is linked to a data studio to create reports using
graphical representation- for ease of view and use.
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Resources Created

1. Activities, stories, rhymes, and parenting messages
delivered through WhatsApp and YouTube
2. TV and radio episodes for a wider dissemination
3. Collaboration with Government and International
Organizations to involve the larger community of ICDS
and Anganwadi system already in place
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Foundational Literacy
and Numeracy
Programs

19,800
Students Reached

at a Glance

850
Stakeholders including SHG
members , and School Teachers

Our Approach
1

Community- based
Interventions

Strengthening

2

3

existing institutions

Creation of
resources
and innovative
pedagogies
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Foundational Literacy and Numeracy Programs
Background
The National Education Policy announced the National Foundational Literacy and Numeracy (FLN)
Mission, which is an important step towards ensuring that all children by grade 3, have critical gateway
skills of reading with meaning and basic maths in a timebound manner. The aim of FLN is to ensure that
children learn in a joyful manner through play, stories, rhymes, activities, local art, craft and music and
develop strong foundations for lifelong learning. The mission outlines learning outcomes which have been
designed in a spiral and progressive manner from Preschool to grade three aiming at holistic development
and learning. Class 3 is considered the inflection point by which children are expected to ‘learn to read’ so
that they can ‘read to learn’ after that. Those who fail to attain these basic literacy and numeracy skills find it
difficult to catch up in later years and risk dropping out of school. FLN skills enable children to learn more
meaningfully in higher classes and acquire 21st Century skills like problem-solving and critical thinking.
Aligning our work and projects to this call, this year we specifically moved to work along the three
developmental goals and the grade specific learning outcomes in our community learning centres, teacher
empowerment programs and in supporting State Missions.

With Corporate and NGO Partners
TRI Projectooo
Shikhadeep Prakalpa
NabaDisha Program

Our Partners

Central Square Foundation
Language and Learning Foundation
Transform Rural India (TRI)
PRADAN
Wipro Foundation
NSE Foundation
ITC
Kolkata Police
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In association with Government
Mission Prerna - UP Government
Teacher Empowerment Program - WB Government

Work with the Governments
In Association with Uttar Pradesh Government
Mission Prerna:
Mission Prerna is the flagship program of the Uttar Pradesh Government to improve the quality of education in
schools across all 75 districts of the state. Vikramshila has joined UP Government's initiative in collaboration
with Learning and Language Foundation and Samagra with support from Central Square Foundation. This
state-led initiative has a long-term plan to strengthen foundational learning and also bring pedagogical reforms
in 112220 primary schools in the entire state.
Vikramshila is providing focused support to the state's effort on resource development on Foundational
Numeracy and capacity building of state-level functionaries in two broad areas: a) to create academic resources
on foundational numeracy in alignment with the desired pedagogical reforms and b) to facilitate training
programs for teachers and functionaries. Vikramshila will also support full-scale redesign and implementation
of the program as it progresses.
Capacity building and Resource Development: OUR INITIATIVES
Capacity building
• Facilitated 5-Day orientation on Foundational Literacy for LLF field team
• Developing framework for teacher Guide and workbook for class 1-3 (Remedial Revision+Accelerated
+Grade specific)
Resource Development:

• Aadharshila Implementation Manual-Numeracy: An instructional manual for specific grades (1,2 & 3)
to support teachers' transaction plan and to support learning-oriented activities with children
was developed.
• Work Cards to engage children in the classroom has been developed in the form of cards and boards;
specifically designed to give hands-on experience for understanding Mathematical methods and
algorithms.
• Interactive posters covering foundational concepts have been developed. These posters connect
mathematical concepts with children's experiences and demonstrate their relevance in day-to-day activities.

In Association with West Bengal Government

ITC Teacher Empowerment Programme (TEP)
With ITC Limited and Samagra Shiksha Mission (SSM) Kolkata, Vikramshila's TEP is a journey of providing
collaborative inputs on teachers' empowerment and motivation, making a positive difference to the lives of
primary school-age children.
In the year 2020-21, alternative strategies for engagement with teachers and for reaching out to children were
undertaken.
OUR MULTIMODAL APPROACH

a) Continuous mentoring support to 50 MTs, Orientation of Head Teacher and Teachers on strategies for
learning recovery through multiple online modes
b) Digitization of Training Content in LMS in the asynchronous mode (self-paced, offline) on English,
Bengali and Mathematics
c) Sharing digital learning resources for children with schools, which in turn were shared in their respective
WhatsApp groups.
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Resources
Developed

1. Work Cards
2. Classroom Posters
3. Aadharshila Implementation Manual -Numeracy
4. Remedial Package for Teachers-Numeracy
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With NGO and Corporate Partners: Community Based Intervention

Transforming Rural India Project: The objective of this project is to improve the overall
functioning of the school system from 2016 in Bankura district of West Bengal through capacity
building of Self Help Groups, empowerment of village-level organizations and leaders. It has taken
a significant measure to activate village schools by creating a demand for quality education within
communities.
In 2020, due to frequent lockdown', the capacity building of the Education Change Vectors (ECV)
had to take place through online platforms. The capacity-building sessions were focused on
sensitization against COVID-19 and preventive care along with concepts of Mathematics and
Language so that home-based and phone-based support could be provided to children. Moreover, the
team was in constant touch with the teachers of fifteen government primary schools. Resource
packages were shared with teachers while the progress of the students was regularly tracked. 15
community learning centers were setup that became functional by July 2020. They provided learning
support in Bengali (First Language) and Mathematics.
Shikshadeep Prakalpa Project: The partnership with National Stock Exchange Foundation (NSEF)
focuses chiefly on improving learning levels of primary school children in the 10 Gram Panchayats
of Khoyrasole block in Birbhum district, West Bengal, through the development and efficient
functioning of 65 demonstrable Community Learning Centers (CLC) offering academic learning
support in language and math, library-based literacy activities and a series of community-based
educational events to emphasize the importance of community participation in a child's schooling
and education.
Government orders mandated all educational institutions to shut down and as a result, our centers
were also not operational till July 2020. During this period, we provided phone-based as well as
home-based learning support for the children living in close vicinity to the Shikshan Mitras. We also
designed and distributed graded workbooks for the students in the schools as well as in the centers.
Nabadisha Intervention: Since its inception the programme has been a key site of innovations,
experience, and learning for the organization, working with different marginal populations and
different approaches towards their learning. This year, due to limited/ no access to android facilities,
lack of suitable study-environment in homes and, lack of food resources, the school closures have
had a significant impact not only in villages but also in the urban setting. This led to a complete
disruption in the education process for all children. The effect is also felt at NabaDisha, an urban
learning support centre in Kolkata, run in collaboration with the Kolkata Police.
To address this, the team first gathered information to assess the conditions at home and then
proceeded to develop worksheets and audiovisual resources and calling parents regularly to ensure
that children have easy access to both mental and educational support. In addition, after measures
such as providing educational support to the preschool children through daily activities using readily
available elements at home, electing volunteers from the community with android facilities for more
outreach were also taken up by the team.
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Capacity Building Initiatives

Online platforms were instrumental in our endeavours to stay connected with the
communities and children

Pora Lekha
Dr. Abhijit Chowdhury, Professor, Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education & Research (PGIMER),
renowned for his clinical responsibilities as well as for designing impactful interventions in rural India,
approached Vikramshila for the training of SHG members of Baghnan Mohila Bikash Samity who were
interested to provide a learning support program for the children of the villages in and around Baghnan in
the midst of closure of the educational system due to the pandemic. After the initial discussions,
Vikramshila was set to provide support to 15 centers in Baghnan with study materials for children and for
the centers. On 1st March 2021 the inauguration of one such Learning Center in Baghnan took place.
The 2-day training with the 28 SHG members of Baghnan and Tamluk focused on the perspective
building of education and subject pedagogy based on the FLN guidelines as well the demonstration of the
kit comprising of TLMs and a baseline assessment tool. A 2-month target was set by the participants at
the end of the session.

QualityLearning Initiative
Quality Learning Initiative (QLI), a primary level intervention is a unique initiative taken by The Action
Northeast Trust (ANT) aiming to improve classroom pedagogy and overall functioning of schools in
their project area at Chirang district in Assam.
Due to the pandemic, the academic year was disrupted and most of the time schools were closed. We did
the following programs with the ANT team:
1. Baseline and end-line assessment tools have been developed baseline assessment was initiated but due
to school closure, this is on hold.
2. A 5-day capacity building workshop for the ANT team on foundational literacy and numeracy was
undertaken.
3. A module for cluster-level training of teachers was developed.
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Stories from the Field
Afifa Firdos has been a part of the NabaDisha
since she was in pre-school. Currently, in 8th
standard, Afifa embodies the values that
NabaDisha has stood for and here's how - due to
centres halting operations during the onset of the
pandemic we appealed to older students who had
access to smartphones to help us in our quest to
reach students, Afifa volunteered to gather the
students in our ECE programme along with their
mothers and demonstrate the activities as
instructed by the teachers of the NabaDisha
centre. In sometime we heard, "Ma'am! Afifa is
now a teacher, she has opened a NabaDisha
Centre”.
It piqued our curiosity and on visiting Afifa we
understood the entire situation: Afifa had access
to a small room which she used as a space to
study. After the lockdown was lifted, she
modeled the room like a NabaDisha Centre and
gathered children from the neighbourhood to
teach them. Parents in the neighbourhood appreciated and encouraged the initiative taken by Afifa.
Incidents like these fill us with renewed enthusiasm and rigour.

Community leaders have functioned as bridges
between the school and the community. Ms.
Madhuri Mondal at Khayerkundi centre in
Bankura once mentioned, "Earlier we thought,
parents might not send their children to us,
simple women of the village". The training
however helped to overcome their anxieties
about teaching and gave them the confidence to
run the learning centres. They enjoy their work
now. The honorarium that they received from the
project also helped them financially. They can
now manage running the learning centres along
with their everyday household chores.
During the 2020 lockdown period, they also took
training from VERS on the digital platform and
are now connected with each other through a
What'sapp group, creating a much needed
support network.
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Work With
Adolescents
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Some of our recent studies indicated the vulnerability of adolescent students
compounded severely by the pandemic that loomed large and threatened
unimaginable impact on students. Adolescent students have always been at risk
of dropping out, owing to skewed priorities that exist and with the pandemic,
the dangers have increased manifold.
Thinking on our feet and working remotely for the most part of the year, we
pivoted all our projects to respond to the looming crisis. It was relatively easier
to reach students in this age group because of the availability of smartphones,
technical knowledge and access to the internet; however, it was not without
challenges.
In the Financial Year 2020-21, we continued with our work with adolescent
students in West Bengal Madrasahs in association with the Government of
West Bengal. We also partnered with SchoolNet to offer career guidance to the
secondary and higher secondary students of our Kolkata intervention schools.

Our Partners
- Tata Trusts
- Tata Institute of
Social Science, Mumbai
- SchoolNet Ltd.
- Rukmani Trust
- UNICEF West Bengal

In association with the Government
Integrated Approach to Technology in
Education (ITE)
In collaboration with Directorate of Madrasah
Education, Government of West Bengal
Partners: Tata Trusts, Rukmani Trust and TISS
Mumbai
Area of Operation: Hooghly, Malda, Nadia,
Murshidabad, Noth & South 24 Parganas
Objective: Equip students with 21st century
skills along with computer literacy

Adolescent Programme in Madrasah
In Collaboration with the West Bengal Board of
Madrasah Education
Partners: UNICEF West Bengal
Area of Operation: Malda
Objective: Equip teachers to integrate
hands-on activities into science and math lessons
as well as students with life skills
Theme: Life Skills and STEM

Theme: Integration of ICT into teachinglearning transaction

Direct Reach
During this year, we managed to reach students and teachers synchronously as well as asynchronously under the
purview of these two interventions through
a. Online sessions b. ITE Web Quests
c. Teachers' Orientation Sessions
d. Continuous Professional Development sessions
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Numbers Reached
7000+ Students reached
200+ Teachers reached
70 Madrasahs reached

Our innovation
The segment on artefact creation
and presentation by the students
was introduced to the ITE
WebQuests by Vikramshila Team

Events, Training and
workshops
- Orientation for teachers on the
mental well-being of students, math,
science and use of technology
- Annual ITE Meet to explore
sustainability and upscaling with
partners and Government
- District Level ITE Meet for Malda
District
- 4th CPD for teachers part of the ITE
intervention
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Resources Created
- Science and Mathematics
Guidebooks (Classes VII and VIII)
- An upgraded Life Skills module to
suit the current scenario
- Videos on selected critical topics of
classes VII and VIII
- Teachers' Manual for ITE
WebQuests

Collaboration with SchoolNet: Career Path Pilot
There is a huge skill gap between the job market requirement and the students who are preparing for their
future careers. To address this, the Career Path was conceived, to help point students to skill themselves in
a manner that helps them realize their dreams.
Since the Career Path portal was in the pilot stage when the counselors started work with the students, in
addition to developing a strong pool of counselors, Vikramshila has also worked on numerous other
additions to the portal. A new set of career options containing exciting and new-age careers have been
augmented to the existing ones.
The content of the portal has been translated into Bengali by Vikramshila, strengthening the portal further.
The translation required a technical understanding of the solution that is offered through the portal and
also requires coinage of a few terms to suit the requirement.
The first pilot reached 75 students and the addition of numerous resources necessitated a second piloting
of the portal. Another group of volunteering students has been registered in the portal to aid the same.

Modus Operandi: This portal aims to guide a student by building an awareness
of their strengths, values, traits and skills. It also aims at building awareness
on traditional as well as new career opportunities and direction setting for a
suitable career path under expert guidance of Counselors, mapping results of
psychometric assessment tools with predominant aptitude and inclination of
students.

While counselling Rishav Sethi, a student of Class XI, I found him to be a self aware child,
full of optimism, a risk-taker and yet confused about his future career choice. He wanted to
become a chartered accountant but was not clear about the route to take to become one. He
told me that he is passionate about art and painting. I suggested that he should go through
the Career Portal to explore 'off-beat and emerging careers.' There were alternative careers
such as graphic designing, which were probably more suited to his interests. Seeing that he
lacked discipline, I also suggested that as a first step to career building he should work on
the same- create a daily activity chart, and follow it through by checking on it regularly. As a
counsellor I feel that these small pieces of information and guidance at the right time can go
a long way in changing one's life trajectory”.
- Saswati Sanyal, Counselor
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Case Study
Asifa is grateful for online sessions and ITE Web-Quests which
ensured that she could continue with her studies. She declared, "I
participated in all the 5 ITE web-quests. I uploaded and presented
ITE artefacts that I made on my father's phone using various apps".
Asifa confidently concluded with a smile, "I enjoy doing the
research work on various topics the most because it allows me to
ask many questions to the experts. I am also impressed with the live
quiz section. However, I do wish for my Madrasah to reopen so that
I can meet my friends and see my teachers."
- Asifa Sultana of Harit Ayub High Madrasah, Hooghly, West
Bengal : Direct Beneficiary of the ITE Intervention

Motivated Teachers
Not just amongst the students, but a shift in the perception of the teachers about their role has also been quite
significant. Teachers began to act as facilitators of knowledge and the usual practice of rote learning by students
was replaced by participatory learning. In this respect, Mr. Md Kalam Hossain, Assistant Teacher of Mazharul Ulum High Madrasah has emerged as a true leader during this pandemic.
As a result of the COVID-19 lockdown and the closure of the Madrasahs at this time, the learning of students
came to a halt. Consequently, a sense of responsibility mingled with guilt was coming over the minds of the
teachers. When Vikramshila reached out to them, it was found that many of them had started their own online
classes with as many students as possible, and doing as much as possible to keep their students in touch with
their studies; but they were not satisfied with their reach and were perplexed about the best method of online
teaching since this was not their forte. They could only send out notes via WhatsApp and clear students' doubts.
Mr. Hossain was one such teacher who was hopeful that it would be really helpful if an external agency, like
Vikramshila could guide them on how to better conduct these online classes.
Vikramshila created a pool of such enthusiastic teachers from each madrasah, and subsequently, in
collaboration with these teachers, began reaching out to the students extensively. WhatsApp groups were
created, and the teachers, along with Vikramshila facilitators started conducting online classes via the Zoom
application.
Mr. Hossain was especially pleased when he joined the first online class and saw his students after a long time
He could never imagine that despite the closure of the Madrasah, students would continue their studies
unhindered through online classes. He is now a regular, active member in these classes and in the WhatsApp
groups. He easily explains the subject matter by sharing the screen and using the whiteboard options on the
Zoom app. He also encourages his students to attend the online classes without fail and find out if their friends
are ready to join. Mr. Hossain has taken numerous initiatives on his own to connect students to online classes,
while also encouraging his colleagues to take part in the classes.
He expressed his sincere gratitude to Vikramshila for enabling him to reach out to his students and help them to
continue learning despite the closure of madrasahs.
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This year the pandemic and its subsequent implications put vulnerable children greater at risk: loss of
assured food and nutrition availability and school as a safe space were crucial issues that needed to be
addressed. As an organization, we revised our Child Protection Policy as well as Protection from Sexual
Harassment to reflect long-term solutions for the crisis that arose. To further our cause we also advocated
for child protection as a part of holistic child education and development with some key persons as well as
at different forums which are given below.

As an organization with diverse and vast experiences spanning over 3 decades Vikramshila was
included in the committee on drafting a safe migration policy for children formed by WBCPCR,
Government of West Bengal.

Ms. Shubhra Chatterji a renowned educationist and our Director, has been
appointed as a member of the State Council on ECCE, Government of WB

Mr.Satya Gopal Dey - our Head of Child Protection, Advocacy, and HR serves as a member
of SCPS, Government of WB

Our dialogue with the
Hon'ble Dr Shashi Panja
led to the design and
development and further
scale-up of our parenting
package

Meeting with Smt. Pramila Rani Brahma
(Minister, Social Welfare, Government of Assam)
to discuss the progress of our ongoing interventions
in the state of Assam
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Education for all has been
our way of work and more
so during the pandemic

Advocating the use of digital
platforms to continue
engagement with children as
well as encouraging
involvement of parents in the
activities for the children
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Audited Accounts
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST MARCH 2020
FUND AND LIABILITIES

SCHEDULES

31.03.2021

31.03.2020

Capital Fund

A

4363418

9468869

Capital Grants

B

1370052

1458835

Grant received in advance

C

14942292

7432914

Secured Loans

D

Outstanding Liabilites

E

TOTAL

70206
475186

605265

21150948

19036089

ASSETS
Fixed Assets

F

1650465

1688000

Deposits

G

111444

111444

Advances & Receivables

I

7308204

5266976

Cash and Bank Balance

J

12080835

11969669

21150948

19036089

TOTAL

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2021
PARTICULARS

31.03.21

Indirect Expenses

31.03.21

Indirect Income

Administraton

6028640

CSF (ASSAM)

2700560

CSF (UP)

3975293

Administraton
CSF (ASSAM)
CSF (UP) Numeracy Project

3559986
2700560
1957397

Porticus (ASSAM) ECCE Project

478449

Pradan

478449
19626

Pradan

CRY for Bigha

508346

CRY for Bigha

19626
111245

Porticus (ASSAM)

ITC

2767507

ITC

2741789

Tata Trust

1853107

Tata Trust

1844109
421921

Rukmini Trust

418428

UNICEF
Bihar

342856
2727867

UP

5358020
3540685

NSCF
WIPRO
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

Rukmini Trust
UNICEF

Maharashtra
Rajasthan
Kolkata
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PARTICULARS

945685

6076272
2481344
40222685

Bihar

342856

Maharashtra
Rajasthan

2669117
942994

UP

5352039
3511003

Kolkata
NSCF
WIPRO
Excess of Expenditure over Income
TOTAL INCOME

6031021
2433122
5105451
40222685

Governing Body

Mr. Debapriya Dasgupta,
former CEO, CTS Europe Opera!ons
President

Ms. Bandana Dutta
Develpomental Professional
Member

Mr. Aspi Kapadia
Director Madhujayanti Tea
Member

Mr. Asesh Dutta
Financial Head IL&FS
Treasurer

Ms.Shubhra Chatterji
Educationist
Director & Secretary

Mr. Surojit Chatterjee
Musician and Music Director
Member

Mr. Atanu Sain
Develpomental Professional
and Deputy Director – Vikramshila
Member

Board of Advisors

Mr. Banibrata Basu
Justice Pinaki Chandra Ghosh
Lokpal, former Supreme Court Judge
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IPS (Retd) Former DG-IB,
Ex- Vigilance Commissioner as Member

Mr. Kartick Manna
Educationist,Chairman
DPSC & SSM Kolkata

Ms Tapati Gupta
Educationist

Dr. Shelley M. Brown
Retd Physician, Author and Publisher
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